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The next ~10 minutes…

• Some more examples of the problems
• Some topics for DB research 
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Amazon Prime Now Delivery Area: Atlanta Bloomberg, 2016
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Amazon Prime Now Delivery Area: Chicago Bloomberg, 2016
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Amazon Prime Now Delivery Area: Boston Bloomberg, 2016



Data source selection:
Bias in transportation measurements
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Databases are becoming “training set management systems”

• Claim: Query results are increasingly being used to train models

• So the exact answer to the query result is not that important.  It’s 

important that the trained model gets the right answer on unseen data

• We need declarative specification (i.e., SQL) and management of high-
quality training sets

• What’s a high-quality training set?  

– It’s a bad training set if the resulting classifier doesn’t work, or overfits 

– It’s a bad training set if it deviates too far from the specification (fidelity)

– It’s a bad training set if it’s too small (significance), and it might be a bad 

training set if it’s too big (scale)

– It’s a bad training set if it leaks private information (privacy-preserving)

– It’s a bad training set if you can’t tell where it came from (provenance)

– It’s a bad training set if it reinforces discrimination (bias-correcting)



Fairness
Accountability 
Transparency
Privacy
Reproducibility

Fides: Responsible Data Management

joint with Stoyanovich [US], Abiteboul [FR], Miklau [US], Sahuguet [US], Weikum [DE]

Data Curation

So what do we do about it?



Data Synthesizer:
Privacy-preserving synthetic data
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0

With Stoyanovich (Drexel), Gee (Chicago), Ping (Drexel), Herman (UW)

Bloomberg D4GX, 2017



A Nutritional Label for Rankings
[Yang, Stoyanovich, Asudeh, Howe, Jagadish, Miklau SIGMOD 2018 demo]
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Example: Transportation DataExample: Bike Share data



Example: Bike Share data

• Companies need to release trip data to 
comply with Seattle permits and civic 
transparency

• But there are concerns about privacy, misuse, 
and competitive advantage

• Setup:

Trip(time, userid, company, orig, dest, gender, helmet)

Domain info:
company in {Lime, Spin, Ofo}
origin, dest one of 94 neighborhoods in Seattle}
gender in {M, F, other, null}
Helmetuser in {true, false}

OD(company, origin, dest, gender, helmet, count)

aggregate



We can release the joint distribution of company, origin, dest, gender, helmet

To release 
plots like this:  

For privacy we can add 
noise to the counts.

But we also want to 
remove bias…
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Bias-Corrected Data Sharing by 
Breaking Causal Relationships 

Ex: We don’t want race to influence hiring, so set the 
mutual information between, say, race and GPA to 
zero before releasing the dataset.

Different strategies:
• You could remove and insert tuples
• You could directly edit the GPA
• You could change the “weight” of each tuple
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Bias-Corrected Data Sharing by 
Breaking Causal Relationships 

Back to bike share: Hiding competitive advantage

Company doesn’t mind releasing data, but doesn’t want to reveal 
that they have a marketing campaign targeting women.

Set the mutual information between company (X) and 
gender (Y) to zero, conditioned on the other attributes (Z).
Compute a new joint distribution of trips, asserting 
independence between X and Y conditioned on Z




